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Editor’s Letter

Bitcoin rose to its best level since May 21 on the back of several favorable news reports. The recovery started following a tweet from Tesla CEO Elon Musk who said the company will start accepting Bitcoin payments again after
crypto miners use “(~50%) clean energy” with a “positive future trend.”
The sentiment improved further after billionaire hedge fund manager Paul Tudor Jones said he likes “Bitcoin as a
portfolio diversifier.” Tudor Jones also advocated investing “5% in gold, 5% in bitcoin, 5% in cash, 5% in commodities,” while speaking on CNBC on Monday.

OUR BLOG ARTICLES FOR THIS SPECIAL ISSUE ARE
AMBER GROUP – CRYPTO OPPORTUNITIES IN A YIELD-STARVED WORLD
WASDER – BRINGS GAMING COMMUNITY TO A WHOLE NEW LEVEL,
&
ROOCOIN – CHARITY-ORIENTED TOKEN FOR A GOOD CAUSE!
We had advised traders to buy 40% of the desired allocation in Bitcoin on a bounce off £21,000. Traders got that
opportunity on June 8 when the price rebounded off £21,952.65. Those who bought the dip are already sitting on
profits.The BTC/GBP pair is unlikely to start a new uptrend in a hurry. Therefore, traders should book profits on
their gains and again attempt to buy at lower levels. About 50% of the position may be closed at the current level
and the rest can be held with the stop-loss at breakeven.
The 20-day EMA has started to turn up and the RSI has risen into the positive territory, indicating that the selling
pressure has reduced. The pair may now rally to the 50-day SMA, which is likely to act as a stiff resistance.If the
price turns down from the 50-day SMA, the pair could drop to the 20-day EMA. A strong rebound off this support
will suggest that the sentiment has turned bullish and traders are attempting to buy on dips.
A breakout and close above the 50-day SMA will clear the path for a stronger recovery that may reach the 61.8%
Fibonacci retracement level at £33,902.53 and then £38,000. Conversely, if the price turns down and breaks below
the 20-day EMA, it will suggest that traders are squaring their positions on rallies.
That may result in a few days of range-bound action.
Lastly please check out the advancement’s happening in the
cryptocurrency world.

Enjoy the issue!
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CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around the
globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and ongoing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.
Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert technical analysis, providing trading opportunities to our subscribers as well as fundamental analysis so our readers
can keep up to speed with the current developments in
the crypto markets.
Not only do we provide the information necessary to trade
active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but we also
take a look at ICOs to help you find those golden projects
with real value!
No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources to keep
on top of the markets, we deliver everything directly to
your inbox each and every week.

Featuring in this weeks Edition:
- Wasder

What are you waiting for?

- Asia Broadband
- Amber Group

Subscribe now!

- Gaugecash
- RooCoin
- Starter
- Somee
Also Get,
- Markets Analysis
- Market News Update
- Read Our Latest Blog:
AMBER GROUP – CRYPTO OPPORTUNITIES IN A YIELDSTARVED WORLD
WASDER – BRINGS GAMING COMMUNITY TO A WHOLE
NEW LEVEL
ROOCOIN – CHARITY-ORIENTED TOKEN FOR A GOOD
CAUSE!

For Latest update

SUBSCRIBE NOW
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WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS
Hello, welcome to this week’s 186th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly Magazine. The global crypto
market cap is $1.75 Trillion, up $250 billion since the last week. The total crypto market trading
volume over the last 24 hours has increased by 8.17 % to $100.34 Billion.
The DeFi volume is $7.74 Billion, 7.71% of the entire crypto market’s 24-hour trading volume. The
volume of all stable coins is $76.88 Billion, 76.62% of the total crypto market’s 24-hour trading
volume.
Bitcoin’s price has increased 22.72% from $32,950
last week to around $40,435 and Ether’s price has
increased 4.95% from $2,505 last week to $2,629.
Bitcoin's market cap is $758 Billion and the altcoin market cap is $992 Billion.
Bitcoin rose to its best level since May 21 on the back
of several favorable news reports. The recovery started
following a tweet from Tesla CEO Elon Musk who said
the company will start accepting Bitcoin payments again
after crypto miners use “(~50%) clean energy” with a
“positive future trend.”
The sentiment improved further after billionaire hedge
fund manager Paul Tudor Jones said he likes “Bitcoin
as a portfolio diversifier.” Tudor Jones also advocated
investing “5% in gold, 5% in bitcoin, 5% in cash, 5% in
commodities,” while speaking on CNBC on Monday.
Corporate investor MicroStrategy said it plans to use
$488 million from its recently concluded bond sale of
$500 million for buying Bitcoin. In addition, the company
also disclosed plans to sell up to $1 billion of its stock
and use the proceeds “for general corporate purposes,
including the acquisition of Bitcoin.”

Percentage of
Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin

43.41%

Ethereum

17.36%

Tether

3.59%

Binance Coin

3.28%

Cardano

2.88%

Dogecoin

2.44%

XRP

2.37%

Polkadot

1.39%

USD Coin

1.36%

Uniswap

0.80%

Others

21.12%

However, not everybody is bullish on Bitcoin. Richard
Bernstein Advisors CEO and CIO Richard Bernstein
warned that Bitcoin is a bubble.
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CRYPTO
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
BITCOIN - BTC/GBP

We had advised traders to buy 40% of the desired allocation in Bitcoin on a bounce off £21,000. Traders got that
opportunity on June 8 when the price rebounded off £21,952.65. Those who bought the dip are already sitting
on profits.
The BTC/GBP pair is unlikely to start a new uptrend in a hurry. Therefore, traders should book profits on their
gains and again attempt to buy at lower levels. About 50% of the position may be closed at the current level and
the rest can be held with the stop-loss at breakeven.
The 20-day EMA has started to turn up and the RSI has risen into the positive territory, indicating that the selling pressure has reduced. The pair may now rally to the 50-day SMA, which is likely to act as a stiff resistance.
If the price turns down from the 50-day SMA, the pair could drop to the 20-day EMA. A strong rebound off this
support will suggest that the sentiment has turned bullish and traders are attempting to buy on dips.
A breakout and close above the 50-day SMA will clear the path for a stronger recovery that may reach the 61.8%
Fibonacci retracement level at £33,902.53 and then £38,000.
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ETHEREUM - ETH/GBP

Ether dipped below the support line of the triangle on June 12 but the bears could not capitalize on
this breakdown. The price rebounded off the support line and has reached the 20-day EMA. This
suggests that bulls are buying on dips.
If buyers propel the price above the resistance line of the symmetrical triangle, it will suggest that
the uncertainty has resolved in favour of the bulls. The pattern target of this breakout is £2,736.22.
Therefore, we retain the buy recommendation given in the previous analysis.
Contrary to this assumption, if the price turns down from the resistance line, the ETH/GBP pair could
extend its stay inside the triangle.
The trend will turn in favour of the bears if the pair turns down and plummets below the support line
of the triangle. That could drag the price down to £1,474.60 and then to £1,216.19.

Previous Analysis...
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RIPPLE - XRP/GBP

XRP rebounded off the £0.53566 support on June 8 but the bulls are struggling to push the price
above the 20-day EMA. This suggests that demand dries up at higher levels.
The downsloping moving averages and the RSI in the negative territory indicate advantage to the
bears. If the price turns down from the current levels, the bears will make one more attempt to break
the £0.53566 support.
If they succeed, the XRP/GBP pair will complete a descending triangle pattern that may result in a
drop to the support line of the descending channel near £0.30.
On the contrary, if the bulls push the price above the 20-day EMA, the pair may rally to the 50-day
SMA. This level may again act as a stiff resistance.
However, if the bulls defend the 20-day EMA during the next dip, it will suggest that bulls are making a strong comeback. A breakout and close above the resistance line of the channel will suggest
that the downtrend is over.
We do not find any reliable buy setup at the current level, hence, we are not recommending any
trades in it.
Previous Analysis...
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CARDANO - ADA/GBP

Cardano bounced off the support at £0.94523 on June 12, indicating that the bulls are defending
this support aggressively. The price has risen to the moving averages, which are likely to act as a
resistance.
If the price turns down from the current level or the downtrend line, the ADA/GBP pair could again
drop to the £0.94523 support.
A breakdown and close below this support will complete a descending triangle pattern that may pull
the pair down to £0.71001.
Conversely, if the bulls thrust the price above the downtrend line, the pair could rally to the £1.33 to
£1.38347 resistance zone. If the price turns down from this zone, the pair could remain range-bound
between £0.94523 and £1.38347 for a few days.
The flattish moving averages and the RSI near the midpoint also indicate a few days of consolidation.
However, if the bulls propel the price above the resistance zone, the pair could challenge the alltime high at £1.75137.

Previous Analysis...
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BINANCE - BNB/GBP

Binance Coin rebounded off £225.92 on June 8 as the bulls are attempting to form higher lows.
However, the relief rally is facing stiff resistance at the 20-day EMA, indicating the bears have not
thrown in the towel yet.
The downsloping 20-day EMA and the RSI just below the midpoint suggest the bears have a slight
advantage.
If the price turns down from the 20-day EMA, the bears will make one more attempt to pull the price
down to £200 and then to £160. If they succeed, it will suggest a lack of demand at higher levels.
Alternatively, if the bulls drive the price above the 20-day EMA, the BNB/GBP pair could start its
journey toward the 50-day SMA. The bears are likely to mount a stiff resistance at this level.
We do not find any reliable buy setup at the current level, hence we are not recommending a trade
in it.

Previous Analysis...
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PRESS RELEASE
WEREWOLF EXCHANGE – A DEFI
ECOSYSTEM WITH DEX, NFT, AND
WEREWOLF RAFFLE

Non-Fungible Tokens or NFTs have shaken the world with so many NFT projects getting all the buzz
and attention throughout the international media. Werewolf Exchange, one of the new entrants in
the NFT world is ready to give a new meaning to the growing marketplace with its ecosystem.
Werewolf Exchange is an innovative defi platform based on the Ethereum network. It uses ERC-20
for utility tokens and ERC-721 for NFT. The whole system is comprised of a Decentralized Exchange
(DEX), Asset Management, and Yield Farming for staking tokens. The Werewolf coin or WWC is the
utility token that is also used as the Governance token.
Werewolf’s development is based on a few basic fundamentals, tackling some of the major issues in
the NFT space including liquidity and trading ability. It incorporates Automated Market Maker, Initial
Bonding Curve Offering (IBCO), and NFT Raffle to fix the liquidity and accessibility. Reasons why the
platform garnered explosive recognition within the crypto community.
Werewolf’s commitment to building a flexible NFT and crypto marketplace, creating a whole new
ecosystem on the Ethereum blockchain, will provide users with the speed and possible dependability that the market is currently lacking.
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Werewolf Exchange founder said, “Werewolf Raffle will give the ability to NFT owners to sell their
NFTs at better prices without having to wait for an ideal buyer to come. The raffle will attract users
to buy tickets to participate. That’s also how NFT owners would make money, also giving users a
chance to multiply the investment if they win the competition pool.”

WHAT WEREWOLF OFFERS?
Werewolf Assets: There are three different assets — Alpha, Beta, and Omega. Alpha is the pack
leader and ruler of the territory or region. It is also the most powerful and dangerous of all. Beta
assets are the followers of Alpha. A beta born in any territory owes allegiance to the Alpha of that
region. Lastly, Omega. It is a lone wolf and the least powerful one. Omega can be born in a Territory
ruled by Alpha but Omega wont be associated with any Alpha or Pack.
Users can either buy these assets or mint them using Werewolf Coin (WWC) on Werewolf App.

Yield Farming: Staking is a very popular thing for crypto holders or people looking to earn extra
coins. Werewolf has 12 different staking pools “Full Moon Pool.” The pool mimics the lunar calendar.
Users can stake their WOLF tokens in the pool and earn WWC. The reward increases with each next
pool. For example, rewards in the December pool will be higher than in June.

NFT Raffle: NFT Raffle allows NFT holders to create a competition pool on the Werewolf Platform.
They can decide the minimum and maximum numbers of participants, entry price, and result date.
While users can participate in the created competition. On the result day, the pseudo-random algorithm smart contract picks a winner. The more entries a user has, the higher their chances of winning.

Trading: Werewolf announced its public sale of tokens in January 2021, followed by two rounds of
IEO in April and May on Latoken Exchange. Measuring the success from the public sales, Latoken
listed Werewolf Coin (WWC) on 1st June 2021, which resulted in massive buying of coins, catapulting the price of WWC to $1.9 (all-time high) within hours of listing, with an all-time high market cap of
$99.78 million. Werewolf is also listed on Coingecko and more listings are coming fast. The exchange
has a maximum supply of 721 million coins with 108 million of initial and circulating supply.
Karnav Shah Founder of Platinum Crypto Academy expressed “It’s an absolute pleasure to be working with Werewolf Exchange. Werewolf exchange is the newest hit in the world of Non-fungible
tokens (NFTs), a sector of the crypto industry that became the biggest trend of the year. Werewolf
Coin is the ERC-20 utility token accepted across the Werewolf finance platform. Here, token is mostly
used for to trade (Buy and Sell) NFT assets, grants rewards to those who staked their wolf tokens
into the staking pool, and available for swap within Werewolf decentralized exchange. We say look
forward to the upcoming edition of Cryptoniare weekly to find out more about Werewolf Exchange.
We plan on reaching out to more people and give them a chance to experience NFT and Defi together, opening a potential way of investment, collection and earnings for them all. So It’s an absolute
pleasure collaborating with Platinum Crypto Academy and get its experience and support to reach
more people across the globe.
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ASIA BROADBAND (AABBG): THE 100%
GOLD-BACKED TOKEN FROM A US
MINING COMPANY

Asia Broadband Inc. (OTC: AABB) is pleased to announce its recent alliance with Platinum Crypto
Academy and Cryptonaire Weekly Magazine to share news of their recent crypto-related products.
AABB is US-based resource company focused on the production, supply, and sale of precious and
base metals primarily to the Asian markets. In March 2021, the company recently launched their
gold-backed crypto, the AABB Gold token, along with their AABB Wallet.
In September 2021, the company is expecting to launch their proprietary crypto exchange, which
will allow AABB Wallet users to quickly exchange their AABB Gold tokens for major cryptocurrencies
such as Bitcoin, Ethereum and Litecoin.

BENEFITS OF GOLD-BACKED CRYPTO:
Gold has spent thousands of years as a reliable store of value, such that central banks and governments around the world own gold as a reserve asset. Up until the 1970s, even the US dollar was
backed by gold. This haven asset has been stored, mined, and traded as a scarce commodity.
In the spirit of merging gold stability with crypto innovation, AABB has created the hybrid cryptocurrency AABB Gold (AABBG), backed by 100% physical gold.
Cryptonaire Weekly | June 15th 2021
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What Makes Asia Broadband (AABB) Gold Tokens Unique?
– Maximum supply of only 5.4 million tokens
– Backed by $30 million worth of physical gold
– Each token is backed by 0.1 grams of gold
– Within the first 2 weeks of launch, over $1 million tokens were successfully sold
– Can be purchased by downloading the AABB Wallet in both iOS and Android app stores
“AABB is working diligently to achieve an all-time high in sales this year in 2021. As the company’s
gold mining operations move forward rapidly and the AABBG proprietary cryptocurrency exchange
launch occurs in the coming months, revenues and gross profits are expected to be strong in 2021
and surpass our previous year’s achievement,” states Chris Torres, CEO of Asia Broadband, Inc.

“Our partnership with Platinum Crypto Academy will enable us to expand the reach of our AABBG
token and AABB Wallet. We’re excited about leveraging Platinum Crypto Academy’s crypto community and knowledge to educate users on our leading gold-backed crypto products,” continues Chris
Torres.
Unlike most gold-backed token projects, Asia Broadband, Inc. brings a wealth of experience about
the precious metal industry to the table. Involvement in the production process, beginning with mining, provides a unique network that spans from the acquisition of gold projects in Mexico to extensive
client sales networks in Asia.
Karnav Shah CEO of Platinum Crypto academy is well versed in various asset classes and is very
excited to provide exposure for a company like Asia Broadband Inc which is based in Las Vegas,
United States. AABB’s primary goal for the token is to become a worldwide standard of exchange
that is secured and trusted backed 100% by physical gold held by the Company. The public resource
company is focused on the production, supply, and sale of precious and base metals to primarily
Asian markets. The Platinum Marketing and Promotion division look forward to working with Asia
Broadband, Inc. on maximizing their exposure of their AABB Gold token & AABB Wallet to the crypto
community.” We say look forward to the upcoming edition of Cryptoniare weekly to find out more
about AABBG tokens.
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE
CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
Berkshire Hathaway Invests $500M in Brazilian Digital Bank Nubank

The investment is part of a G Series funding round carried out in January.
Bitcoin-focused investment funds suffered record redemptions by investors last week after May’s
price drop soured sentiment on the largest cryptocurrency by market value.
Berkshire Hathaway, led by renowned investor and bitcoin critic Warren Buffett, has made a $500
million investment in Brazilian digital bank Nubank.
In an announcement Tuesday, Nubank said the Berkshire Hathaway investment is an extension of the
G Series funding carried out in January. Series G is the eighth fundraising event for a startup.
Nubank said in terms of its number of customers it has recently reached 40 million and, in the first five
months of the year, it has grown at a pace of more than 45,000 new customers per day.
The digital bank has been recognized as an influential company in Latin America by TIME and one of
the most innovative by CNBC.
Read more...
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Bitcoin Surges Above $41k — MacroStrategy, PTJ, FOMC Meeting, BCIE
‘Adopting BTC for Legal Use’

Today, the price of Bitcoin surged to hit $41,076 on Coinbase, last seen on May 21st.
While up more than 32% from last week’s low of $31,000, it’s hard to know if the cryptocurrency will
be able to continue its way up towards the all-time high of $65,000 or people will use this bounce
to exit after the recent sell-off.
For now, the market is enjoying greens today, which comes packed with a lot of good news.
For starters, MicroStrategy announced on Monday the completion of its $500 million offering of
6.125% senior secured notes due 2028. This will be used to buy even more Bitcoin and add to the
company's stash of 92,079 BTC that are being held in a newly formed subsidiary, MacroStrategy
LLC.
MicroStrategy shares are also enjoying an uptrend, going past $600, last seen in early May. The
company has yet to buy BTC with the latest proceeds.
As we reported today, billionaire investor Paul Tudor Jones is very bullish on Bitcoin as a portfolio
diversifier and wants to have 5% of his portfolio in Bitcoin, the same percentage as gold, cash, and
commodities.
Read more...
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Goldman Sachs Plans to Start Trading Ethereum Options, Futures

The Wall Street giant is getting ready to move beyond Bitcoin.
Goldman Sachs, one of the biggest investment banks, will offer Ethereum futures and options trading in the coming months.
The move comes after the bank embraced Bitcoin earlier this year.
Investment bank Goldman Sachs plans to offer options and futures trading in Ethereum “in the coming months,” an executive told Bloomberg.
The move comes four months after Goldman reopened its crypto trading desk and started offering
Bitcoin futures contracts.
Futures contracts in crypto are deals that let people buy cryptocurrencies at a predetermined date
in the future. They are bets on the future price of the crypto asset; for example, if you think that the
price of Ethereum will go up, snapping up futures at today’s price of $2,560 could net you a profit.
Futures contracts are often bought and sold like any market-traded asset because the difference
between the contract price at the time of signing and the real market price at that given future date
offers a betting opportunity. The Ethereum futures market record a daily volume of $23.9 billion, as
per data from market analytics firm Skew.
Read more...
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Bitcoin Remittances to El Salvador Surge 300% Ahead of BTC Becoming
Legal Tender

Bitcoin remittances to El Salvador jumped more than fourfold in May from the previous year, according to data from blockchain analytics firm Chainalysis. Last week, El Salvador passed a bill making
bitcoin legal tender in the country alongside the U.S. dollar.
The monthly bitcoin transfers of under $1,000 to El Salvador totaled $1.7 million in May, representing
more than a 300% increase from $424,000 the previous year, Reuters reported, citing data from
blockchain analytics firm Chainalysis. The monthly bitcoin transfers to the country peaked in March
at $2.5 million.
While remittances using bitcoin have soared, they are still a small portion of total remittances to the
country. According to the World Bank, remittances using traditional money totaled nearly $6 billion
in 2019, and about 95% of total remittances in the first quarter of this year came from Salvadorans
working in the U.S.
El Salvador became the first country in the world to make bitcoin legal tender when its congress
passed President Nayib Bukele’s bitcoin bill last week. The country is now focusing on bitcoin mining using energy from volcanoes, which aims to be “very cheap, 100% clean, 100% renewable” and
with “0 emissions.”
Read more...
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Huge Portion of Millionaire Millenials Now Heavily Exposed to Crypto Markets

Results of the CNBC Millionaire Survey reveal that millennials are heavily investing in the crypto
markets.
The survey, which polled 750 investors with at least $1 million in investable assets, shows that nearly
half of millennials (47%) have at least a quarter of their wealth in cryptocurrencies. The poll adds that
over a third of millennial millionaires have invested at least 50% of their wealth in cryptocurrencies.
In contrast, older millionaires tend to stay away from the crypto market, with only 10% having more
than a tenth of their wealth in cryptocurrencies and 83% having no investment in the nascent asset
class at all.
George Walper, president of Spectrem Group, which conducted the survey, says the growing interest of younger investors in crypto assets is causing a shift in the financial industry.

“The younger investors were more intellectually engaged with the idea even though it was new.
Older investors and the boomers were largely saying, ‘Is this legit?…
We see more and more providers offering access to crypto investing. It’s changing fast.”
Read more...
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Following massive BTC purchase announcement, MicroStrategy says it may
sell up to $1B in stock

The firm said it intended to use the proceeds from the offering “for general corporate purposes,
including the acquisition of Bitcoin.”
The same day business intelligence firm MicroStrategy announced it would use $488 million from
the proceeds of a private offering sale to buy Bitcoin, the company said it may also sell up to $1 billion of its stock for the same reason.
In a Monday S-3 filing for the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, MicroStrategy said it would
be launching an “at the market” securities offering which would allow it to sell up to $1 billion of its
Class A Common stock over time. The firm said it intended to use the proceeds from the offering
“for general corporate purposes, including the acquisition of Bitcoin.”

“Bitcoin does not pay interest or other returns and so ability to generate a return on investment
from the net proceeds from this offering will depend on whether there is appreciation in the value
of Bitcoin following our purchases of Bitcoin with the net proceeds from this offering,” said the filing.
“Future fluctuations in Bitcoin trading prices may result in our converting Bitcoin purchased with the
net proceeds from this offering into cash with a value substantially below the net proceeds from this
offering.”
Read more...
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Hackers ditching bitcoin for monero due to traceability issues

Hackers are increasingly opting for privacy-centred cryptocurrency monero instead of bitcoin due
to traceability issues.
For years, bitcoin has been the perfect cryptocurrency for hackers in acquiring ransomware.
However, there concerns with bitcoin over fears it can be traced.
This follows a recent operation by the FBI that successfully breached a crypto wallet held by the
Colonial Pipeline hackers. The operation followed the money trail on bitcoin’s blockchain.
For monero, the crypto which runs its own blockchain hides virtually all transaction details. Notably,
the identity of the sender and recipient, as well as the transaction amount disguised.
Due to the anonymity features, monero enables cybercriminals more flexibility from some of the
tracking tools and mechanisms on the bitcoin blockchain.
“With monero, [the blockchain] obfuscates the wallet address, the amount of the transactions, who
the counter-party was, which is pretty much exactly what the bad actors want,” said Fred Thiel, former chairman of Ultimaco, a leading cryptography companies
Read more...
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IRS Is Targeting Illicit Bitcoin Trading on Telegram

Secretive Telegram chats are one way to move dirty digital money. And the IRS is now paying close
attention, according to special agent Chris Janczewski.
Some criminals use crypto to launder funds and obfuscate their tracks.
The IRS says over-the-counter chats on Telegram might be the preferred way for some criminals to
move around dirty funds.
The Internal Services Revenue (IRS) has got its eye on Bitcoin. And when it comes to financial crime,
there’s one thing it is closely watching: Telegram.
According to the IRS, secretive chats on Telegram, a privacy-preserving chat app that end-to-end
encrypts users’ messages, are right now one the most worrying things for law enforcement officials.
That’s because peer-to-peer (P2P) exchanges that operate on the popular instant messaging app
can quickly and easily shift dirty or stolen funds, special agent of the IRS’s Cyber Crimes Unit, Chris
Janczewski, told Decrypt.
Read more...
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Banks won’t exist in ten years unless they change their business model

Crypto was invented by people to remove people from the equation.
The issues plaguing the financial world — whether centralized finance, insurance, lending or other
assets — all come back to human error. For instance, why can’t a dispensary put cash in a bank?
Because of bad human judgment. These rules and regulations make zero practical sense.
The blockchain ecosystem takes the human element out of the equation. Now the technology governs because Satoshi Nakamoto was smart enough to realize that someone has to remove people
from the decision process.
In decentralized finance, I don’t need approval from a bank if I want to borrow or lend money.
I just need to meet certain, automated criteria. There’s no prejudice. There’s no judgment against
somebody because of age or some fictitious scoring system that can be gamed. It doesn’t matter
what race, gender, or sexual persuasion you are. If you meet the criteria in DeFi, the transaction will
be completed. If not, it won’t.
Satoshi was smart enough to see the need to remove people from the equation. Big banks will
reject your account application upfront or wait for their compliance department to deny it, which
then causes your money to be placed on hold, beginning a long process of getting out your money.
People smartened up. They realized you need to take people out of the equation, because, generally, they make asinine decisions.
Read more...
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Music-Focused NFT Marketplace Raises $4M From Cuban, Kutcher, Dapper CEO

NFT Genius wants to bring immersive experiences to the NFT sector.
NBA Top Shot is getting a neighbor on Flow.
Startup NFT Genius will be using $4 million it raised in a seed round of funding to build a nonfungible token (NFT) marketplace on Dapper Labs’ Flow blockchain, the company said Monday. The
round was backed by Dapper Labs CEO Roham Gharegozlou, Dallas Mavericks owner Mark Cuban,
actor Ashton Kutcher and bitcoin advocate Anthony Pompliano.
While NFT Genius is largely focused on music, it also expects to bring NFTs into sports, gaming and
even comedy, its press release said. The company is betting that NFTs will remain popular in spite
of the recent cooldown in demand in what had been a white-hot market.
NFTs have already begun gaining popularity in the music industry. In March, rapper Post Malone
released his second NFT collaboration with concert streaming service Aux Live. Music-related NFTs
reportedly topped over $25 million in sales in February alone.

“What NFT Genius is doing that others are not is creating a verticalized destination for interactive
experiences and meaningful virtual connections,” Cuban said in a statement.
Read more...
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AMBER GROUP – CRYPTO OPPORTUNITIES
IN A YIELD-STARVED WORLD

With interest rates on traditional bank deposits close to zero, searching for yield at banks is like
slogging across the Sahara Desert searching for water. Investors are increasingly looking for yield
elsewhere in alternative asset classes like cryptocurrencies.
In crypto, investors can earn double-digit yields in just a few steps. At the time of writing, the Amber
App, the mobile crypto finance app launched by Amber Group, offers new users up to 16% APR on
multiple crypto assets. Existing users have access to the app’s interest account program, which currently pays 7% APR on bitcoin and ethereum and 10% APR on USD stablecoins such as USD Coin
(USDC), Tether USD (USDT), and Binance USD (BUSD).
What is the suite of offerings the Amber App provides? Why can the Amber App offer investors
highly competitive interest rates? Let’s do some digging to understand how it works.
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AMBER APP – EARN, INVEST, SWAP, AND TRADE CRYPTO AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS

Amber Group launched the Amber App in early Q3 2020 to broaden its crypto finance services to
individual investors. The launch has seen impressive user growth, with the number of registered
users increasing four-fold since December 2020 to over 100,000. Designed for all levels of crypto
learners – whether you are a beginner or an expert – the Amber App allows you to easily earn,
invest, swap and trade crypto all at your fingertips.

Amber Earn
Amber Earn is the Amber App’s interest account program and by far the most popular offering
amongst investors. Designed for investors who want to earn extra income on their passive capital,
Amber Earn is available in two products: Flexible Earn and Fixed Earn.
With Flexible Earn, you can instantly earn up to 5% APY on your deposits in the Amber App wallet
and benefit from daily interest distributions. That means getting paid interest every day and benefitting from compound interest.
With Fixed Earn, you can earn up to 10% APR on fixed-term deposits, which you can customize
based on your liquidity preference. Choose from subscription periods ranging from 1 to 360 days. If
you’re looking to put your assets to work, both options are great ways to earn yields with low risk.
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Yields offered on the Amber Earn products are primarily generated from 3 sources: capturing the
basis trade by taking advantage of the disparity between the spot and futures markets; the interest
income from over-collateralized lending to institutions and corporate clients; margin funding payments from users financing leveraged positions.

Swap and Trade
Apart from earning yield, you can also swap and trade your cryptocurrencies. You can instantly swap
between tokens in under 3 seconds for a low 0.05% fee or trade multiple spot currency pairs at
competitive pricing. Additionally, non-U.S users are eligible for margin trading, which increases your
capital efficiency with leverage. Traders can also benefit from asset flexibility by using their interestbearing Earn assets as collateral for margin trading on the platform, in other words, doing more with
your assets.

Yield Boost
Amber Group designed Amber App to abstract away the difficulties around trading and investing in
crypto. Trading crypto derivatives is no exception. Yield Boost offers non-professional traders a safe
and easy way to enhance their yield by monetizing their market view. Yield Boost is for investors
who are committed to accumulating more crypto at a discount during market dips or selling crypto
to take profits during market rallies. What sets Yield Boost apart from other crypto options trading
tools in the market? You can customize your Yield Boost by choosing a currency pair, a maturity date,
and any strike price (versus the standard set of limited option expiries). Benefit from knowing your
yield upfront with a pre-determined yield, and depending on whether the market price is above or
below your strike price at maturity, receive your proceeds in-kind (i.e. BTC) or in the quote currency
(i.e. USD).

NEW USER OFFER
Amber App is now offering 18 USDⓈ for new users. Create an Amber App account and
follow the steps below to win your welcome offer.
1.

Sign up for an Amber App account

2. Download the Amber App
3. Verify your account and log in
4. Complete KYC Basic Verification (Win 3 USDⓈ)
5. Deposit $100 worth of any supported cryptocurrency (Win 5 USDⓈ)
6. Subscribe to a 10-day Amber Fixed Earn (Win 10 USDⓈ)
7. Win an additional $10 USDⓈ for each qualified App referral and a bonus 10% from your referral’s
Earn interest (excluding Flexible Earn) and Yield Boost, plus over 30% on trading commissions.
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AMBER GROUP – YOUR GATEWAY TO CRYPTO FINANCE

Amber Group, the company behind the Amber App, is a leading crypto finance service provider that
operates in over 100 countries worldwide, with offices in Hong Kong, Taipei, Seoul, and Vancouver.
Founded in 2017, Amber Group has cumulatively traded over $330B and exceeded $1B in assets
under management in building the crypto finance rails for both the institutional and retail markets.
With its suite of diversified crypto finance offerings, Amber Group aims to help clients optimize for
investment flexibility and achieve maximum returns over the long term.
Amber Group’s team of experienced crypto traders and investment professionals is ready to support you on your crypto journey. The platform is your gateway to buy and sell cryptocurrencies,
earn yield, and access liquidity across many services, including execution, treasury management,
structured products, and collateralized lending.
“We are proud to serve our institutional and individual clients in Asia, North America, and the rest of
the world,” said Michael Wu, Co-founder and CEO of Amber Group. “Sitting at the center of global
cryptocurrency markets, we continuously innovate our solutions and products to help clients outperform in the changing crypto markets. We commit our people, capital, and infrastructure to help
our clients grow.”
Amber Group is backed by category-defining crypto investors, including Paradigm, Pantera Capital,
Polychain Capital, Dragonfly Capital, Blockchain.com, Coinbase Ventures, and Fenbushi Capital.
The Company has also partnered with industry-leading security infrastructure providers such as
Fireblocks, Bitgo, and Chainalysis. Additionally, Amber Group is registered as a Money Services
Business with the US Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) and Canada Financial
Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre (FinTRAC).
For more information about Amber Group, please visit www.ambergroup.io
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WASDER – BRINGS GAMING COMMUNITY
TO A WHOLE NEW LEVEL

In this article, discover how Wasder brings the gaming community to a whole new level.
Cryptos have gained global recognition in the past decade. As a result, several industries have
benefitted from the availability of cryptocurrencies, in particular, because they offer a whole lot of
convenience and security.
One of the industries that have benefited from the introduction and launch of cryptos is the online
gaming community.
According to a recent market report, close to 75% of gamers are interested in exchanging their
digital assets (cryptocurrency) for another currency that they can further use to sell and purchase
on another crypto social platform. In essence, cryptocurrencies allow online game players to gather
as well as trade-in digital assets that they can easily trade and exchange across different global
platforms. This provides the gaming community an easy and safe way to earn money and rewards.
Today, the converging of crypto and blockchain with online gaming offers a host of opportunities to
users, established players, and innovators in the gaming space. In fact, online gaming happens to be
one of those industries that have benefitted, despite the pandemic. While COVID-19 forced people
to remain confined to their homes and led to movement restrictions in several ways, many started
searching for new avenues or ways to entertain themselves in the wake of being stuck at home.
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This is where a crypto social platform such as Wasder comes into the picture. Wasder is a gaming
platform that enables gamers to not only explore their favourite games, but also join the Wasder community and share content with their friends or other gamers.

In this article, discover how Wasder brings the gaming community to a whole new level.

WHAT IS THE WASDER GAMING PLATFORM?
If you are a cryptocurrency enthusiast who also enjoys online gaming, then the Wasder crypto social
platform is tailor-made for you. Wasder is a unique platform that provides the gaming community with
quick and convenient access to some of the popular games, all in one spot.
There is nothing like finding great content for gaming, but it is the finding of such content that matters
and is never too easy. However, with Wasder, online gamers get an opportunity to find their favourite
games in one place. The Wasder crypto social platform puts you in complete control of your game
interests. It provides you with Spaces that gather some of the key features of Wasder based on the
games that you enjoy. Hence, when you choose to follow a Space, you get to discover all the games,
and the gaming content that matters, all in one single spot. Right from gaming-specific content to
events (yet to be launched), and communities to Party Chats, you can do it all on the Wasder platform.
This means you can explore the Wasder social crypto app and connect with other gamers based on
content that is important to you.

HOW DOES WASDER SUPPORT THE GAMING COMMUNITY?
Wasder is a one-of-a-kind platform designed for the gaming community. If you are into cryptocurrency investments and if you have been searching for a social crypto app, then download the Wasder
app/platform to make the most of online gaming. Unlike any other crypto social platform, Wasder lets
gamers create their profile and personalise it by including the games they enjoy. Gamers interested
in meeting new friends to enjoy games with, or even those looking for quality gaming content, can
turn to the Wasder crypto social platform to create personalised profiles. These profiles are not only
exciting in looks but also powers their gaming experiences and share their story. Wasder lets you
customise the profile and display your achievements and favourite games. After adding some of
your preferred games, connecting with other players who enjoy the game is simple and can be done
through the Party Play feature.
The Wasder crypto social platform lets you engage in multi-player gaming that offers an excellent
social experience. Gamers are fully aware that things such as toxicity, comms, as well as bad pings
can be very annoying. However, Wasder’s Party Play feature allows you to connect with other gaming
enthusiasts by simply tapping a button. This means you can avoid all the annoying and less fun stuff
and get your gaming party started.
The gaming community looks forward to joining platforms that allow them to play and enjoy their
games in a non-toxic and friendly environment. They also look forward to finding their ideal matches
via games, regions, and platforms. Often, gamers want to look for and match with people who have
the same rankings for competitive playing. This is where Wasder offers all the fun.
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WASDER GAMING APP – WHAT COOL FEATURES DOES IT OFFER TO THE
GAMING COMMUNITY?
The Wasder crypto social platform offers a host of exciting features to both the desktop and mobile
phone users. Thus, desktop users get access to features like Global Feed, Livestream Discovery
Feed, Personalised Content Feed and Designated Game Spaces, Game Tags when creating Posts,
Direct Messaging, Find, Manage and Create Communities, Party Chat – Group Chat, Personalise your
Profile with your favourite games and Verified Badges.
On the other hand, users who download the Wasder social crypto app on their mobile phones can
access features such as Global Feed, Tag system in Posts, Party Play – Matchmaking; Find friends to
play with, Direct Messaging, Party Chat – Group Chat, and Personalise your Profile with your favourite
games.
In addition to the above, Wasder is also planning to introduce other cool features for its users soon.
So, apart from personalising their profiles and indulging in multi-player gaming, gamers will also
get to make the most of other features. For instance, you can share your feed and find out what
games you like the best while playing with other gamers who are equally passionate about gaming.
Remember, there are billions of people out there. However, there isn’t a single social media platform
for gamers. This implies that you will have to go through hundreds and thousands of feeds to find
what interests you on other social networks.
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This is where the Wasder social crypto app and platform works wonders for the gaming community.
It provides a single platform that is entirely personal and lets you tailor the feeds to all the games
you enjoy playing simply by accessing Spaces. Gamers can easily tag their own posts for other gaming enthusiasts to find their amazing content. Thus, by tagging your content, you can engage with a
crowd that is interested in gaming. The Wasder crypto social platform also allows you to upload some
of your favourite memes or share more about your entire day with friends who are passionate about
gaming and game-oriented feeds.
The Wasder social crypto app also offers the exciting Party Chats feature. Gamers can use this feature to connect with their friends while on the move or even from the comfort of their homes. If you
belong to the gaming community, you understand that gaming isn’t something you can’t engage in
throughout the day, especially if you aren’t a professional. Many of us enjoy other things too, such as
talking. With Wasder’s Party Chats feature, users can have several Party Chats and invite their friends,
even when they haven’t joined Wasder yet.
Apart from this, the Wasder social crypto app will soon launch the Friends Hub feature. With this
feature, gamers can keep their friends close to them on Wasder. Once added, both gamers and their
friends can hang out together. They will also get to know what their friends are up to via activities,
thus sharing their passion for online gaming. Using the Wasder Friends Hub, gamers and their friends
can explore together and have loads of fun together.

HOW IS WASDER A DIFFERENT SOCIAL PLATFORM COMPARED TO
OTHERS?
Wasder believes that a community created by gamers is what is at the core of gaming. It therefore
intends to take the gaming community a notch higher by offering gaming enthusiasts superior member managing systems and visual community hierarchies. Gamers who opt for the Wasder crypto
social platform will have access to community calendars featuring events, raid nights, and other tools
for event management. Game players will also have leaderboards for their members who participate
in the maximum number of raid nights. In addition to this, Wasder also offers community badges and
achievements.

DESIGNED TO ENHANCE YOUR GAMING EXPERIENCE, THE WAS TOKEN CAN BE USED
IN THE FOLLOWING WAYS:
– To take part in VIP gaming events with influencers, streamers, as well as E-sporters.
– Earn tokens as part of hosting gaming tournaments.
– Supporting your preferred content creators on the Wasder platform.
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– Ranking high on gaming community leaderboards or beating other guilds for earning rewards.
– Getting rewarded for their contribution to the gaming community in different fun ways.
– Sell and purchase exciting digital things within your NFT marketplace.
Thus, those looking for cryptocurrency investment opportunities and are inclined towards gaming
can use WAS tokens to maximise their gaming experience. Cryptocurrency investment enthusiasts
can purchase the WAS token at two different places, including, 0.exchange and Uniswap. Also, users
will have to use a cryptocurrency wallet such as the Metamask or Ledger wallet (in case you need
a hardware wallet). Apart from this, users will also require some ETH (Ethereum) to purchase the
tokens.
Wasder also provides its users with the opportunity to stake their Wasder tokens and get rewarded.
Wasder staking provides cryptocurrency investment enthusiasts with a highly flexible-staking contract for their ERC20 tokens. Even though Wasder is a social gaming platform, it also provides its
users with liquidity staking. This implies that users get to offer liquidity for a crypto token pair that is
trading on Uniswap. Thus, participants get rewarded for making a deposit and holding WAS tokens
with guaranteed returns. The Wasder social crypto app/platform calculates these rewards based on
the time of staking. Hence, the longer a user stakes, the more he/she earns.
In addition to this, Wasder will also let users lock tokens and unlock huge rewards. As a result, those
interested in cryptocurrency investment can lock their tokens for a specific time and get rewarded as
per the amount and time they lock. The first phase of single asset locking is live now, and will close
June 26. On top of generous APYs, you can also win prizes – things like custom NFT reaction bars,
gaming gear, to an all-expenses paid trip to the Wasder HQ in Stockholm, Sweden.

WASDER AND THE GAMING COMMUNITY – CONCLUSION
To sum up, if you find cryptocurrency investments exciting and are interested in gaming, then the
Wasder social crypto app is the best way forward. Apart from enjoying your favourite games to
searching for gaming content and sharing your feeds with other gamers, it lets you do a host of other
things such as enjoy game events and tournaments.
Features like Party Chat, Party Play, Personalising Profile, and Tag systems make Wasder one of
the most sought-after social crypto platforms globally. Wasder also plans to bring the Friends Hub
feature, which will provide the gaming community with plenty of opportunities to find like-minded
gamers and hang out with them.
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Wasder also plans to work towards making event management powerful and easy for everyone.
The social crypto platform will hand over the tools for event management to brands, communities,
publishers, and brands. With these tools in place, users will get create, showcase and manage all
types of gaming events, such as gaming nights and game releases. With this, Wasder will not only
make event management fun and easy but also allow users to showcase and schedule their events
in front of gaming enthusiasts via Spaces.
The Wasder social crypto app/platform brings all kinds of gamers, big and small, to one spot and
allows them to make the most of their gaming knowledge, skills and experiences. So, if you are
curious about cryptocurrency investment and gaming, then opt for the Wasder platform right away!
To learn more about the Wasder platform visit, https://wasder.gg/!
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ROOCOIN – CHARITY-ORIENTED TOKEN
FOR A GOOD CAUSE!

Cryptocurrencies, combined with blockchain technology, have positively impacted the charitable
organisations around the world. A crypto token, such as the charity-oriented token, helps charities
raise wealth for countless individuals who need it for their survival, health, education and well-being.
Donation systems that revolve around cryptocurrencies allow donors to keep a track of where their
funds are going and the people that are receiving the help through the charities.
This transparency ensures that funds are being put to better uses and that support is offered to
those who really need it. A charity-oriented token allows for a more decentralised approach, alongside a vehicle that generates a much higher amount of funds when compared to the conventional
methods.
So, if you are specifically searching for a crypto token that is also a charity-oriented crypto token,
then RooCoin can make an ideal cryptocurrency investment. The RooCoin, charity-oriented token,
has been created to support global community causes. Through its unique architecture and ecosystem, RooCoin plans to transform the way crypto philanthropy is happening today.
In this article, learn more about the RooCoin crypto token and what makes it the best cryptocurrency
investment today.
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WHAT MAKES ROOCOIN THE BEST CHARITY-ORIENTED TOKEN?
As already mentioned above, the RooCoin crypto token is a charity-oriented token that helps to
support community-based causes. The token has the potential to change the entire course of cryptocurrency philanthropy, thus making it more ethical and transparent. While there are many charity
tokens available on the market, RooCoin is unique in two ways. Firstly, the crypto token focuses
more on community-based donations as opposed to donating to charitable trustees or organisations. RooCoin’s charity process is decentralised and uses a voting system, which currently is not
being practiced anywhere else in the crypto space.
RooCoin gives a great deal of importance to both honesty and transparency. The RooCoin ecosystem has been designed in a manner that after a donation has been made from its charity wallet,
the system snapshots the transaction and adds it to its online directory. This allows holders of the
RooCoin crypto token to monitor every transaction and check the destination of the funds. It also
allows holders to view and understand what they have managed to achieve together as a community.

WHAT ARE NFT TOKENS; IS ROOCOIN’S WALLET BASED ON NFT?
If you are interested in cryptocurrency investment, then before you dig deeper into the RooCoin
NFT-based wallet, it is important that you understand the very concept behind the NFT tokens.
NFT tokens, also referred to as non-fungible tokens, is all about storing the digital files, as well as a
method used for validating the proof of ownership. NFTs are used for representing items like videos,
photos, and audio, as well as other items.
The fungible asset is one that can be easily exchanged with other units, such as currency. For
instance, an Rs10 note can be exchanged with two Rs5 coins (both of which are similar in value).
However, NFT tokens are different. One cannot exchange an NFT token for something else. It
belongs only to the holder, and when a person purchases the NFT, he/she is in full possession of
it, even when it does not belong to him/her physically. For instance, a painting, a tweet, an online
coupon, or a video. Thus, as the purchaser of the NFT tokens, you get to choose from different digital assets, such as logos, digital artwork, photos, music, animation, video clips, etc. Getting the NFT
tokens essentially helps you to step into the cryptocurrency and blockchain ecosystem, since they
rely on the decentralised blockchain system for verification of their authenticity.
Thus, purchasing NFT tokens basically implies buying the public proof of specific digital assets that
cannot be virtually hacked under any circumstances. This is due to the fact that NFT tokens are wellprotected by a robust structure, similar to one that powers cryptos. As a result, when you purchase
NFT tokens, you are provided with your preferred digital asset, along with an authenticity certificate
with legal rights rolled into it.
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Cryptocurrency-investing enthusiasts must also know that while they may own digital assets, it does
not mean that they cannot be pirated or replicated by anyone else. NFT tokens let you own a media
file, unlike the pirated version, where one can make several copies and take advantage of a digital
asset just the way they want to. Besides, an NFT token’s price may be set lower or higher, based
on the demand for the token.
Additionally, at present, most of the NFT tokens are on the ETH blockchain because ETH is a crypto,
similar to Bitcoin, as well as its blockchain system can store additional information required for supporting the NFTs. So, if you are keen on joining the growing world of NFTs that are also sold on
different crypto exchanges, then the RooCoin charity-oriented token is a safe bet.
The platform also offers the RooCoin wallet, which currently allows cryptocurrency enthusiasts to
store NFT tokens only. However, RooCoin also plans to expand the wallet system to include cryptocurrencies as well.

HOW DOES ROOCOIN’S NFT MARKETPLACE WORK?
The RooCoin NFT marketplace is quite distinct when compared to any other platform. RooCoin has
been created in a manner that will enable artists to quickly upload their artwork for a fixed value
or based on an auction mechanism. If they wish, then users will also get to donate some amount/
percentage that they would want to any preferred charity, or they can put their funds into a main
charity pool. Thus, when RooCoin’s wallet application goes live, those interested in it will be getting
the opportunity of staking their NFT artwork in the RooCoin wallet and earn RooCoin in the form of
residual income.
RooCoin has created a unique ecosystem that will not only provide the charity-oriented token to
achieve longevity, but also continue their community upliftment work in the future. In essence,
RooCoin’s products will range from wallet application, cross-chain decentralised exchange, NFT
marketplace, social network platform, and application for voting for a community charity.
RooCoin will be introducing ROO, which is a new crypto (BEP-20 token), as well as a smart contract
ecosystem. The platform aims to inspire people to realise their true potential and support, influence
and develop one another to create community-driven, positive decision making. At the beginning,
all transactions will attract a 1% transaction fee, which automatically goes into a charity wallet. Once
the platform goes live, the 1% transactional fee will get switched forever. Thereafter, funds for the
charity will continuously be generated through taxing of the transactional fee from RooCoin’s broad
range of products.

PROBLEMS OF THE CURRENT CHARITABLE STRUCTURES
Many people are of the opinion that charity organisations can be ineffective, inefficient or corruptible. They are of the opinion that charity causes can lead to terrible outcomes, despite being set up
for the good. While most of the charitable foundations do excellent work, there is bureaucracy and
zero transparency that has shaken the confidence of people in charities.
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HOW ROOCOIN SOLVES THE ISSUES

This is where RooCoin comes into the picture. RooCoin intends to transform the present charity
structure for the better. The platform does this by using the unique power and potential of cryptos
and through decentralisation of the decision procedure. Unlike other charitable infrastructures,
RooCoin won’t use the funds lying in the RooCoin charity wallet for its operational costs. Thus, all
the funds generated are given to the recipients and causes that the community wishes to support.
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Using RooCoin’s platform, holders will be able to choose the causes that need to receive funds and
support. This helps to remove the slow and bureaucratic procedures that exists within the charities.
RooCoin’s charity wallet will be available for public viewing on a blockchain. As a result, holders will
not only get to know the amount of the funds have been raised, but also the manner in which these
funds will be spent. Every time a donation is sent to a recipient, the transaction is captured, as well
as included in the publicly available database on RooCoin’s website. This provides a great deal of
accountability and transparency that is currently lacking in other charity structures.
Also, after the community chooses the causes that they wish to support, the funds are instantaneously sent with much smaller transaction fees needed for regular charitable structures. This
means that more funds go into the nominated charity causes.
RooCoin’s NFT wallet offers cross-chain support, along with passive staking, which fetches holders
more tokens for just holding their NFT assets on RooCoin’s platform. Thus, RooNFT serves as the
peer-to-peer marketplace for the selling and trading of in-gaming assets, NFT music, and NFT art.
The RooCoin NFT marketplace offers an in-built option for locking liquidity, which allows holders to
eliminate the need for searching for where liquidity has been locked.
RooCoin will also offer a social network platform, i.e. a web 3.0 application that members can use
seamlessly to interact with other communities and people. The app will simplify the process of
searching, discovering, and voting, as well as donating to people/communities, while also making
it seamless.

CONCLUSION
To sum up, there is no denying that the NFT space is both new and exciting. It offers endless possibilities, such as when blockchain and an NFT is combined together. It provides artists and creators
tremendous opportunities for monetising their wares. This means that artists won’t have to depend
on auction houses or galleries for selling their art. Instead, artists can sell the NFT directly to any
consumer, and thus keep more profits. However, art is not the one and only way of earning money
through NFTs. NFTs can also incorporate the element of charity by taxing the transaction fees, thus
acting as a terrific vehicle for increasing the volume of charity funds or donations.
While cryptocurrency investing has witnessed a steep rise, what has also grown alongside the
crypto market are a number of scams involving cryptocurrencies. Many scammers and con artists
are looking to benefit from others by fooling people to spend their funds in unscrupulous ways.
This is where RooCoin can help improve the cryptocurrency-investing space and also do something
meaningful for the society. RooCoin allows people to support charitable causes in a more transparent and efficient manner. RooCoin’s infrastructure gives power to individuals to create an ethical
cryptocurrency community that provides funds to charities that the community decides to support.
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Those interested in supporting RooCoin can join its community and find a function/task that matches
their goals. Thus, when the RooCoin community becomes stronger, it will automatically result in
RooCoin becoming more valuable.
Within the initial few hours of its entry into the crypto market, RooCoin has successfully raised
$25,000 for supporting local charitable causes. The RooCoin platform has already supplied as many
as 400,000,000 charity-oriented tokens, out of which several tokens will be manually burned, and
others will go into the charity wallet after the deduction of 1% taxation on transactions.
The company has also created a new website that will connect every user’s wallet, as well as verify
his/her holding ROO, allowing them to participate in voting. The website also provides details of
the live amount held within the RooCoin charity wallet. It will also feature the transparency directory
that users can access for searching all the transactions in the wallet to determine what causes the
funds were sent to, as well as the reason for which they were needed. RooCoin also plans to launch
the second phase of the RooCoin NFT Sales for charitable organisations, and list the RooCoin NFT
token on other exchanges in the future.
So, if you are keen on supporting charities and would also want some amount of transparency
regarding how your funds are being used by the charitable organisation, then RooCoin is definitely
the right way forward!
To learn more about the RooCoin NFT marketplace, visit https://roocoin.com/!
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